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In the 2015 Columbia Pictures film Concussion, the love interest of Will Smith’s 
character, Dr. Bennet Omalu, is a Kenyan nurse, Prema, whom he eventually 
marries. However, the film does not actually show them falling in love. It does 
not show their courtship. Instead, it shows a rather lackluster proposal of 
marriage by Dr. Omalu, who does not get down on one knee or kiss his future 
bride passionately as one might expect of a couple getting married (indeed he 
does not kiss her at all); instead, he presents Prema with a gift of land, where he 
imagines they will build their future home and then suggests that there is a good 
chance that they will fall in love after they marry. In the year 2015, it would 
appear that Hollywood, like the scholarship produced by and through the Global 
North gaze, remains uncomfortable representing African amorous love. With 
the not so subtle suggestion that a gift of land is enough to sustain an African 
marriage, Hollywood is indeed, falling in line with the received trope of an African 
woman who is bought by and sold to the highest bidder for her productive and 
reproduction labor. But I have gotten ahead of myself.

Jennifer Cole and Lynn M. Thomas’s compilation Love in Africa (2009) 
advances the same “provider love” trope. The editors argue that their volume is 
positioned to fill a lacuna – the silencing of love as a category of exploration and 
analysis in Africa – in the field of African women’s, gender, and sexuality studies. 
Their volume is conceptualized as a corrective. By pulling together eight chapters set 
in different parts of Africa that tackle themes as varied as how love relationships 
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are characterized in Africa, premarital exchanges of gifts for sex, the impact of 
various media on the way in which African men and women imagine love, and 
African marital relationships encumbered by infidelity, the editors hope to begin 
a much needed scholarly conversation about love in Africa. The editors provide a 
working definition for love – “the sentiments of attachment and affiliation that 
bind people to one another” (Cole and Thomas 2009: 2) – which is employed by 
each contributor in their assessment of how Africans experience love. However, 
much of the compilation, like the Hollywood film Concussion, feature chapters 
that look at African love through a provider love lens – that is, love based on one 
party’s (the man, who is a kind of “sugar daddy”) ability to provide financially for 
the other, implying that, while Africans might be enamored with the idea of 
romantic love, love in Africa more accurately arises out of economic and social 
circumstance. In short, the reader comes away from the text with the impression 
that Africans do not have the capability or capacity to feel or express romantic or 
amorous love.

Mark Hunter’s recent book Love in the Time of AIDS (2010) also employs the 
lens of provider love in his analysis of love in the time of AIDS in a South African 
municipality. Nonetheless, to assume that Africans do not love romantically or 
amorously is to cast what amounts to an inappropriate and prejudicial Eurocentric 
gaze upon African modes of loving and desire. The reality is that on the surface 
African love and loving may appear different from the way in which individuals in 
the Global North express love, but that does not mean that Africans are incapable 
of communicating and experiencing amorous or romantic love for one another. 
They have done so from time immemorial, and this chapter reveals the way 
Africans show love, court one another, marry, and have families.

The language of love in Africa

Verbal expressions of love from West, East, and South Africa

At this point, it is perhaps appropriate to illustrate, with a series of examples from 
different parts of the continent, the idea and/or concept of love, loving, and 
courtship in the African context. I am convinced that all 3,000 languages, and 
thus peoples, inhabiting the continent of Africa, have words for amorous or 
romantic love.1 This suggests that the idea or concept of affectionate or passionate 
love has never been foreign to African peoples. Among the over 35 million Igbo 
people of eastern Nigeria and Cameroon, for instance, the word for “love” or 
“to love” is if̣u ̣ na anya – which literally translates into “to see you with my 
eyes.” “I love you” in the same language is afụm gi ̣naanya, literally, “I see you 
with my eyes.” Thus, to the Igbo people, love is not fickle, it is not flighty, and it 
is not to be taken lightly. To feel amorous love for another is to really see that 
person with one’s eyes. It is suggestive of a deep feeling of knowing, of feeling, of 
seeing, and of accepting, a person in all of his or her imperfections. The Yoruba 
of southern Nigeria and Benin Republic, who also number over 35 million, have 
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exact words to express amorous or romantic love. For them, “love” is ife, “to 
love” is iferan, and “I love you” is mo fe e.2

In the East African country of Kenya, the over 6 million Gikuyus express love 
reflexively, as in “to love one another,” nιñgwendete, rather than the sentiment 
“to love.” A Gikuyu woman would say, nι ̃ aramwendire, meaning “she saw him 
and loved him.” A young Gikuyu man would say the same, nι  ̃ aramwendire, 
meaning, “he saw her and loved her.” There is also the expression nιm̃endaine in 
Gikuyu, which means “they loved one another.”3 Thus, the Gikuyu, like the Igbo, 
have expressions for the action of love.

Then there is the general word for love, wendo, in Gikuyu. The word wendo 
can refer to parental love; God’s love is wendo wa Ngai; and amorous love, with 
which this chapter is concerned, is expressed in the phrase nι ̃aingι ̃re nι ̃ wendo or 
nι ̃atonye nι ̃ wendo, meaning “they have been possessed by love.” The Gikuyu also 
have a descriptive phrase for courtship love, which is wendo wa kuurana. The 
word kuurana means “courting” or “to court.” Furthermore, the Gikuyu word 
for “lover” or “loved one” is mwendwa. Another word for “lover,” but referencing 
a romantically flirtatious person, is kιũ̃mbi.4

In the East African national and vehicular language, Kiswahili, “I love you” 
or “I am in love with you,” is nakupenda. “They are in love” or “they love one 
another” is wanapendana; and wanamapenzi is “they have love for each other.” 
In Kiswahili, there is also the word mapenzi, which also expresses romantic 
love. In the same language, the word for “lover” is mpenzi, and for lovers 
wapenzi. A “lover” is also referred to as kipusa and mpenda. Mpendwa means 
“loved one.”5

In the southern part of the continent, in South Africa, the word for “love” or 
“to love” among the Zulu is ngiyakuthanda. The Ndebele express love by saying 
niyakutanda. The Xhosa say ndiyakuthanda or thando iwam, meaning, “my 
love.” Sepedi, Sesotho, and Setswana express romantic love similarly. They say ke 
a go rata. So do SiSwati and Tshivenda. They express love as ngiyakutsandza. 
And, last but not least, Xitsonga uses ndzakurhandza (Women24 2012).

Proverbs about love

Chinua Achebe writes that “proverbs are the palm‐oil with which words are 
eaten” (1992: 4). Passed down from one generation to the next for centuries, 
they are an integral part of everyday speech and culture in Africa. Proverbs are 
used to illustrate ideas, bolster arguments, and communicate advice, and they also 
act as messages of motivation, solace, and festivity. Thus, beyond specific words 
for expressing amorous or romantic love in different African languages, adages or 
proverbs have survived from different parts of Africa, which relay ideas about 
love, what it means to be in love, and general wisdoms about amorous or 
romantic love from a distinctive African point of view. I shall share several of these 
proverbs from different parts of Africa.
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The Oromo and Amhara of Ethiopia have an adage that “when one is in love, 
a cliff becomes a meadow.” This proverb speaks to the fact that love has a way of 
helping to soften challenges and to make life and living brighter, as well as to 
make the world and everything in it seem wonderful. The people of Burundi in 
eastern Africa express it like this: “where there is love, there is no darkness.” In 
the western part of the continent, the Hausa of Niger and Nigeria share the fol-
lowing wisdom about love. They say, “when a heart gives orders, the body 
becomes a slave,” that is, a person who loves is a slave to love: when one is in love, 
one loses all control of one’s emotions and one’s body does what one’s heart 
orders. Kiswahili expresses a wisdom about love in the proverb “true love is not 
in a mirror; it is in the heart,” which means that it does not matter how one looks: 
love is not about physical beauty but about emotional and amorous beauty. The 
southern African Sotho of Lesotho, are even more direct in their expression of 
this wisdom: “love does not rely on physical features.” The Zulu of South Africa 
represent a similar sentiment in the adage “love, like rain, does not choose the 
grass on which it falls”; in other words, we do not choose whom we fall in love 
with, but love chooses us. The Ganda of Uganda put it like this: “he who loves, 
loves you with your dirt” (Hodari and Yvonne McCalla 2009).

The Akan of Ghana and the Gikuyu of Kenya impart the following wisdom 
about love: “love does not listen to rumors” and “people who love one another 
do not dwell on each other’s mistakes.” Love must be nurtured and treated 
tenderly, as in the adage from the Congo, “love is like a baby: it needs to be 
treated tenderly.” The Bakongo of Congo express the intensity of heartbreak that 
follows unrequited love in the proverb, “to love someone who does not love you 
is like shaking a tree to make the dew drops fall.” The Baule of the western African 
country of Côte d’Ivoire, express similar sentiments in the adage “if a woman 
does not love you, she calls you ‘brother.’”

African proverbs also relate with poignancy what love is not. Consider the 
Gikuyu proverb: “to be smiled at is not to be loved.” African love is not flighty 
or fickle; it is in the eye of the beholder, as expressed in this Ganda proverb: 
“the one who loves an unsightly person is the one who makes him beautiful.” 
The Tswana of Namibia and southern Africa express the inevitability and uncon-
trollability of love when they say, “love is a despot who spares no one.” The 
Sudanese also express the desperateness of love, the total uncontrollability of 
one’s emotions when one is in love in the adage “love makes a man blind and 
deaf.” Two Malagasy proverbs caution about how love should be: “let your love 
be like the misty rain, coming softly but flooding the river,” and “do not be so in 
love that you cannot tell when it is raining.”

There are actually African proverbs that warn against the provider‐type love 
that writers from the Global North have ascribed to Africans. An Egyptian proverb 
proclaims, “if you marry a monkey for its wealth, the money goes and the monkey 
remains.” Last but not least, the Kiswahili language of eastern Africa has an 
insightful saying that “a letter from the heart can be read on the face.” This idea 
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of the expressiveness of African love through the vehicle of letters is also expressed 
by the Zulu, Xhosa, Sotho, Venda, and Ndebele of South Africa, and I discuss this 
in the next section.

African love beads and love letters

Words and proverbs are not the only vehicle for communicating love in Africa. 
In Togo, Ghana, and Benin, when a woman wants to communicate her availability 
and interest to male suitors, she wears highly colorful and visible waist beads – in 
some parts of Nigeria, these are called jigida – and plays with them flirtatiously 
while engaging the object of her love in conversation and other types of interac-
tion. Indeed, waist beads are still worn in various parts of Africa by women with 
the aim of flirtation. Beads are believed to have the power to invoke or provoke 
desire. Some African women are known to lace their beads with fragrances which 
are irresistible to the opposite sex. In many parts of Africa, women also wear 
different shapes of beads during sexual intimacy to enhance and elevate sexual 
intensity for herself and her lover. African love beads can be likened to the wearing 
of provocative lingerie by women in the Global North. Moreover, in Africa, wives 
playfully used the rattling of their waist beads to communicate times of fertility 
to their lovers.

For centuries, the Zulu, Xhosa, Sotho, Venda, and Ndebele of South Africa 
have employed colorful, delicately designed beads to communicate their love in 
beaded “love letters.” All traditional Zulu beadwork, except for items used for 
ritual purposes, were used in some way or other to communicate messages of 
amorous love, courtship, and marriage. These beaded love letters are messages 
given by southern African maidens to their lovers as symbols of their love and 
affection.

The isiZulu word ukuqoma means “to date.” When a Zulu maiden is ready to 
start dating she makes a beaded love letter, which is a short love story in beaded 
form that expresses her feelings for and devotion to her loved one. This traditional 
white‐beaded letter or necklace, called ucu, is given to a boyfriend, whereupon he 
presents it to his father as confirmation that he is dating a woman. Once the 
young man’s father receives the ucu, he sends members of his extended family to 
bring the young woman to him, and she stays with her boyfriend’s family for a 
week. On arrival at her boyfriend’s home, the young woman hoists a white 
cloth, which remains hoisted for the duration of her stay. This is a signal to the 
community that she is dating someone in that household. The young man’s 
father, accompanied by members of his extended family, journeys to the young 
woman’s home to let them know that they need not worry about the wherea-
bouts of their daughter, that she is safe and well with them, and that she is 
officially dating their son. This dating or courtship process often spreads over 
several months and is simply a first step to courtship, which may or may not lead 
to marriage. The use of beads as love letters is also a form of amapasi, or an 
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124 nwando aChebe 

identity document, which identifies a given male as a maiden’s intended, thus 
serving to ward off other men; by wearing the love letter, these young men signal 
that they are unavailable to other women.

Each bead color in a Zulu love letter conveys a different message. White, for 
instance, is a symbol of hope, purity, and true love. Black symbolizes grief and 
loneliness, as in unrequited love. Yellow is used as a symbol of wealth, or the lack 
thereof: it captures the sentiment that all will be well with love, even if there is no 
wealth. Green is a symbol of lovesickness and jealousy: it expresses the idea of 
“becoming as thin as a blade of grass from pining.” Blue is the color of faithful-
ness. It lets a potential love interest know that the person is willing to fly through 
the blue skies to win them. Turquoise is an impatient kind of love. It articulates 
the fading hope that an intended will propose. Red symbolizes intense love and 
longing, such as in “my heart bleeds with love for you.” Pink calls attention to the 
poverty of a potential love interest and warns that if he does not start saving he 
may not have enough money to pay lobola, or bride price. Brown is the color of 
mother earth; it expresses the hope that, like the earth, the maiden expects to 
produce a new life. And, last but not least, if a maiden composes her love letter 
with striped beads, she is expressing doubt in the fidelity of her love interest. 
She is in essence saying that he is like the ntothoviyane, or striped grasshopper, 
which springs from bush to bush (Dube 2009).6

A tradition of love

Love and sex in the African pantheon

The ancient Egyptian religious pantheon is rife with deities that identify with, 
while representing and expressing, the sentiment of love, loving, sexuality, inti-
macy, and seduction. The deity Bes, for instance, is the god of music, dance, and 
sexual pleasure. He is said to represent all good things in life. Egyptians also 
worshipped the goddess Hathor the personification of joy, amorous love, and 
motherhood. One of Egypt’s most beloved deities, Hathor was also the goddess 
of the sky, beauty, and music. Then there was Bastet. Depicted as a lioness 
warrior goddess, and as a cat goddess, she is the deity in charge of felines, love, 
sexuality, protection, perfume, beauty, and dance. Likewise, the ancient Egyptian 
god Min was the deity in charge of sexuality, reproduction, love, and sexual 
pleasure. A god of sexual potency, he is depicted in the overtly sexually suggestive 
pose of holding on to his erect phallus.

In the western part of the continent, the water spirit Mami Wata is sometimes 
associated with love and lust. As is the Yoruba goddess Oshun, renowned for her 
beauty, who is likewise occasionally connected with love, eroticism, intimacy, 
beauty, wealth, and diplomacy. The Yorubas also worship the goddess Olokun, 
who represents beauty, the arts, culture, poetry, love, marriage, femininity, and 
fertility.
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African folktales, legends, and traditions of creation

A folktale about love, regrettably from an unknown region of West Africa, 
survives in published form and stands as a noteworthy example of an African 
tradition of love passed down from generation to generation. It goes something 
like this. There was once a childless couple, who prayed that God would give 
them a child. Many planting seasons passed without the woman conceiving, and 
then finally after many moons, they had a daughter. As an only child, the girl was 
spoiled by her parents: she was given anything and everything that she wanted. 
She grew into a beautiful woman and was wooed by several rich men who asked 
for her hand in marriage on behalf of their sons. But each time the young woman 
said no. She insisted that she would only marry a young man of her own choice, 
to whom she was attracted and for whom she felt love. So many years passed, and 
the beautiful woman did not marry. Then one sunny afternoon, her eyes locked 
with the eyes of a strapping young man, who was playing an instrument and 
advancing toward her. Her physical attraction to him was instantaneous, and she 
declared that he was the one her heart desired. She rushed to him, fell into his 
arms, and proclaimed, “I love you, and I will marry you.” The young man pro-
fessed his love for her as well: “I love you also, and it is because of you that I have 
come. I shall make arrangements and then I will come and fetch you.” However, 
the young woman, who had waited many years for her true love responded, “No, 
whether you are ready or not, I will go with you now.” The couple argued about 
this, but in the end the young man agreed: “Very well, if you will not wait, get 
ready and we will go” (Berry 1991: 98–100). And so the woman eloped with the 
man of her desire and thus began their story of love and intrigue.

There are numerous African folktales that speak of love – not the love of a 
parent for a child, or the love of God, or the protector–provider type of love that 
scholars and filmmakers alike in the Global North celebrate as African, but an 
amorous type of love. And, like the folktale, these tales have been handed down 
orally from one generation to the next, some of them going back to the very 
beginning of time, while others are more recent. In the next few paragraphs, 
I share a sampling of these traditional love stories and at the same time point the 
reader to a body of folklore for further exploration.

The king of the Jukun Kwararafa kingdom (in present‐day Nigeria) had a 
daughter who collected firewood from the forest every day. One day she was 
confronted by a leopard, which terrified her, transfixing her to the spot, but 
before she could run away the leopard metamorphosed into a handsome young 
man. The princess was immediately smitten and mesmerized by this young man’s 
splendor, and as a result visited him many times. Soon, according to the tradition, 
the two decided to get married. Once the princess’ parents learned about their 
daughter’s love for the young man, they wanted to meet him. A few days later, the 
princess took them into the forest, where her handsome suitor once again appeared 
as a leopard, putting the terrified king and queen to flight. However, the love‐struck 
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princess was undeterred. She continued to visit her “prince” and their love 
blossomed.and was consummated. Many months later the princess then gave 
birth to a baby boy whom they named Abutu Eje (“Leopard” in Igala).

Abutu Eje had a granddaughter named Ebulejonu (shortened to Ebule), mean-
ing “woman” (Ebule) “that became chief or king” (Jonu). Ebule, the first and last 
female king, was said to have reigned in the sixteenth century. The king had a 
counterpart, a prime minister of sorts, called the Achadu. According to tradition, 
the Achadu was an outsider, an Igbo hunter of “slave” origin called Acho Omeppa, 
who was captured and brought before the female king Ebulejonu. King Ebule, 
entranced by Acho, decided to spare his life and, to the horror of her subjects, 
befriended this man of lowly status. Her appalled subjects thus branded him with 
the name “Achadu” (Acho the slave). Nevertheless, King Ebulejonu was stead-
fast in her love for the Igbo “slave,” Acho Omeppa, whom she later married 
(N. Achebe 2011: 62–63).

A Ugandan tradition of creation is also an expression of amorous love. The 
first man, Kintu, lived alone on earth with a cow for his nourishment. One day, 
Gulu, ruler of the sky, sent his daughter, Nambi, to earth. When she saw Kintu, 
she fell in love with him. The couple decided to get married, but Nambi’s family 
was against the union. They considered Kintu of inferior status. They presented 
Gulu with several challenges, each designed so to prove his worth. First, Gulu 
took Kintu’s cow to heaven so that Kintu had to journey to heaven to retrieve it. 
Once there, Gulu imprisoned Kintu and forced him to eat enough food to feed 
100 people. A smart and savvy Kintu ate some of the food, and then buried the 
rest in a hole in the floor. He then asked Gulu’s servants to take away the empty 
plates. Gulu then presented Kintu with a copper ax with which to split rocks for 
firewood. Kintu accomplished this by breaking off splinters from one of the 
already cracked rocks. Gulu presented Kintu with a fourth test to prove his 
worthiness. This time, he asked him to fill a waterpot with dew. Kintu did not 
know what to do, but then lifted the pot, to find that it was already full. Gulu’s 
final test was to ask Kintu to identify which of the several seemingly identical 
cows grazing the fields was his. Gulu assured Kintu that if he was able to identify 
his cow, he could marry his daughter. Kintu befriended a bee which helped him 
identify his cow from among Gulu’s herd. The bee also pointed to three calves 
which Kintu’s cow had birthed when it was in heaven. Thus, Kintu was able 
finally to win over Gulu with his cleverness, and the latter blessed his marriage to 
Nambi (Lynch 2004: 58–59).

The last story takes us to the East African country of Kenya. There was once a 
lake of cold water, to which many animals came to drink, especially at night. But 
no human ever came to the lake at night; if they did, the animals would kill them. 
There was a rich man who had a beautiful daughter. The man said that he would 
give his daughter’s hand in marriage only to a man who was able to stay all night 
in the cold pool of water. The rich man’s daughter was in love with a poor young 
man, who loved her dearly as well. The poor man informed his mother that he 
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would take on the challenge of spending the night in the lake, so that he could 
marry his love. The poor man’s mother was against this, because she was 
convinced that he would either die of hyperthermia, or would be eaten by wild 
animals. But the young man knew that this would be his only chance to prove to 
the rich man that he truly loved his daughter. He thus sent word to the girl’s 
father informing him that he would take on his challenge. The rich man sent his 
servants with the poor man to make sure that he completed the challenge. The 
poor man’s mother, unbeknownst to him, also went along, and she climbed a tree 
40 paces from him and made a fire there. Seeing the fire, the wild animals kept 
away from the lake. When morning finally came, the young man trekked to the 
rich man’s house to ask for his daughter’s hand in marriage. The rich man refused 
to concede, instead insisting that the fire on the hill, 40 paces from the lake, had 
warmed him, which was why he was able to survive the night in the cold water. 
The aggrieved man took the case to a judge. Before he passed judgment, the 
judge asked for a pot of cold water. Once this was brought before him, the judge 
walked 40 paces from the pot and lit a fire. He then announced to all present that 
he would wait a little until the water was warm. The spectators observed that the 
fire was so far away it would never warm the pot. The judge then concluded that 
there was no way the young man could have warmed himself with a fire that was 
40 paces away. The judge thus decided in favor of the poor young man, who 
married the rich man’s daughter and they lived happily ever after.7

African courtship traditions

Love walks, love flights, love festivals, and wife abductions

Moving away from the realm of folktale and legend, the expression of love in 
Africa can be seen in the various traditions of courtship of the different peoples of 
Africa. The Luyias of Kenya, have a practice known as kuvolidza – literally to speak 
into, or to persuade – which is the term for courtship. Before dusk, after coming 
from the farm or market, while the elders were most likely at siesta, young Luyias 
would often hang out; and if a young man spied a young woman he liked he 
would join her on her walk. If the young woman was willing, she could be per-
suaded to go off with the young man to a concealed area, where she would not 
only listen to, but be swayed by, his seductive talk. And, if she fell for his seductive 
talk, that was officially how a girl let the young man know that she was available, 
and that she was ready to be persuaded to take the short or long walk to marriage. 
By participating in these love walks, couples could be expected to fall in love with 
each other.

This courtship would be considered successful if the young woman actually fell 
in love and the young man managed to persuade her that he could not live with-
out her. In this case, the young woman would take flight – which the Luyias refer 
to as kuvahira, “growing wings” or taking “winged flight” – during which she 
would disappear late at night to her would‐be lover’s home because she, or more 
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appropriately they, could not help themselves. The young man would encourage 
her to stay, not just for the night but until people discovered that she was gone. 
These flights could often last up to a month. While this flight was recognized 
by the Luyias as legitimate and thus as a step the young man was expected to 
complete before he could marry her, the young man was considered indebted to 
the young woman’s family until he paid her bride price. In Luyia culture, bride 
price was expected to be paid bit by bit, and was never ever paid in its entirety, 
in order to disabuse any potential suitor of the misguided impression that he 
somehow owned his wife. Wives were never owned.8

The Wodaabe Fula of the West African country of Niger stage an annual 
courtship celebration called the Gerewol festival, in which the men of the com-
munity dress up in beautiful outfits, decorate their bodies and faces, and stage 
elaborate song and dance performances to woo and win a potential bride. At the 
end of the festival, it is the Wodaabe Fula women who get to choose a man of 
their liking, who once chosen is then granted permission to officially woo and 
court his would‐be bride in earnest. After this courtship period, if the woman is 
willing, she then consents to marry her suitor. Niger is not the only West African 
country that observes this practice. The northwest African country of Morocco 
has a similar courting tradition which takes place during their Imilchil marriage 
festival. Like the Gerewol festival, the Imilchil marriage festival is held every 
year. It is a festival of singing, dancing, and feasting which is supported by a 
good dose of suggestive flirting and socializing – all with the intent to woo a 
potential partner (Lane 2011).

In Mupuland, as in other regions of the Jos Plateau, Nigeria, courtship or mat 
kwam, which commences several years before a marriage, is often finalized with 
“wife abduction”, or “stealing.” A few days after the “abduction”, the “kidnap-
pers” (oftentimes the groom‐to‐be and his friends) send word to the parents of 
the young woman to assure them that their daughter has not met a bad fate but 
has merely been kidnapped. On receiving this information, the young woman’s 
father feigns annoyance and initially refuses to accept the gifts or mbi byang map 
(usually a locally woven piece of cloth, called fwat) offered. Once the parents of 
the bride‐to‐be’s “anger” has subsided – usually after a few days or weeks – food 
and goat meat are prepared by the groom’s family and offered to the young 
woman’s family.9 There is a romantic element to wife abduction, which can in 
some ways be viewed as an elopement of lovers (if the young woman goes will-
ingly). Moreover, the ability of the would‐be bridegroom to steal or abduct his 
future bride is regarded by society as a show of machismo. For, in kidnapping his 
future bride, the young bridegroom displays his ability to forcibly take away that 
which belongs to another, and at the same time makes the statement that he is not 
averse to using force to protect his bride.10 Besides, a bride who is forced into 
marriage can employ her customary right to run away from that marriage into the 
arms of a suitor of her choice.
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The investigation period

Courtship is followed by a period of investigation, which can stretch for months 
on end. Among the Igbo of eastern Nigeria, this process is called iju ase, or asking 
questions. Questions are asked to make sure that the family that each young 
adult is marrying into is hardworking and honest. Families also check to see if 
the family of their potential in‐laws have genetic disorders that may be passed 
down to their children; for instance, parents want to find out if there is a history 
of leprosy, epilepsy, or sickle cell anemia. The focus of the investigation among 
the Bajju of southern Zaria, Nigeria, is almost identical.11 In polyandrous 
Nigeria, the investigation process is particularly focused on making sure that 
partners are marrying exogamously.

Once partners have been approved, bride price, bride service, or bridewealth is 
negotiated. There are as many words for this institution as indigenous languages in 
Africa. To the Igbo of eastern Nigeria, bride price is ego nwanyi. The Yoruba of 
southern Nigeria call it owo ori, literally, money, to signify that both destinies are 
intertwined. They also call it idawo, which means that the community has been 
joined together.12 The Kagoro of the northern Nigerian Plateau call it dukia.13 
Bride price, bride service, or bridewealth is recognized by numerous ethnic groups 
all over Africa, including the Wolof of Senegal and Gambia, who call it waarugal, 
implying one’s duty. The Sotho, Xhosa, and Tswana of southern Africa call it 
mahadi, mvulamlomo, and lobola respectively. The Moghamo of the Cameroon 
Grassfields call it ikap mba nwan (compensation for a future child); the Balla of 
Zimbabwe call it chiko; the Tonga of southern Zambia also call it chiko and muyu-
musho; and the Bemba of the same country call it nsalamu. Last but not least, the 
Ngoni of southeast‐central Africa have two words for it, mfuko and malowolo.

Bride price could take the form of cowries, brass rods, or whatever constituted 
the people’s monetary system. Goats and cattle were regarded as bridewealth; and 
bride service involved a series of work obligations performed by the bridegroom 
and his family for the family of the bride. Each was a symbol, a small token, to 
acknowledge that the future children of the union would belong to the man and 
his lineage and bear his name. If bride price, bridewealth, or bride service were 
not paid or fulfilled, the children born of the union would belong to the mother’s 
lineage and bear her name. I have argued in a previous study that a more fitting 
term for this institution would be child‐price (or wealth or service), since the 
token presentation of gifts or service by the bridegroom and his family does not 
signify the buying or selling of a woman’s productive or reproductive labor, as 
some scholars have suggested (N. Achebe 2011: 39–40). The ethnographers 
Edwin Smith and Andrew Dale, who worked among the Balla of Zimbabwe, 
illuminate this point:

The goods given by or on behalf of the bridegroom to the classmen and parents of 
the bride are called the chiko … To us it may seem to be a matter of buying and 
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selling, but the Balla would repudiate any such ideal … The woman is not bought. 
Her husband does not acquire proprietary rights in her … The chiko is more 
properly regarded as a compensation to the girl’s clan, a return to parents and 
guardians for the expense they have incurred in her rearing, the seal of a contract 
which she is to become the mother of the man’s children, and a guarantee of good 
treatment … The chiko is an acknowledgment that the marriage is an honorable 
one. (Smith and Dale 1920: 48–49; emphasis added)

After bride price, bridewealth, or bride service has been paid or fulfilled, the 
couple get married. Marriage marks the joining of two lineages, two bloodlines; 
and the celebration is performed and witnessed by the community. Despite 
regional differences in culture and language, the practice of marriage in Africa 
adheres to this principle; and most marriages on the continent are monogamous 
and exogamous.

Types of marriages

There are several types of marriages in Africa. The first and most important is 
marriage by traditional law and custom. All Africans, irrespective of nation or 
tongue, culture or religion, engage in this kind of marriage, which is typically 
marked by elaborate celebrations of feasting and merrymaking by the entire com-
munity. If an African couple is Christian, they will have an additional marriage 
according to the Christian church and its laws. This marriage occurs only after the 
couple has been married according to traditional law and custom. Then there is 
court or registry marriage, where a couple produces witnesses and go before a 
judge. If a couple is Muslim, then they will marry according to Islamic law. Islamic 
law allows a man to marry up to four wives as long as he loves and treats them all 
equally. It is the custom of Islamic Swahili and Hausa women to adorn themselves 
with intricate henna patterns before their wedding. Among the Hausa and other 
groups in West Africa, these are called lali. Lali and henna designs are applied to 
signify the bride’s beauty, sensuality, womanhood, and worth.

Africans also have a fifth type of marriage called woman marriage or woman‐
to‐woman marriage. Distributed throughout Africa – among West African com-
munities of the Igbo, Kalabari, Yoruba, Ekiti, Buni, Akoko, Yagna, Nupe, Ijaw, 
and Fon; South African communities of the Venda, Lovedu, Pedi, Hurutshe, 
Zulu, Basotho, Phalaborwa, Narene, Koni, and Batswana; East African communi-
ties of the Gikuyu, Luo, Kuria, Iregi, Kenye, Suba, Simbiti, Ngoreme, Gusii, 
Kipsigis, and Kamba; and North African communities of the Nuer, Dinka, and 
Shilluk – this type of marriage is when a wealthy woman, otherwise referred to 
as a female husband, who in most cases cannot give birth, marries another woman 
who then has sex with a male lover or lovers in order to have children for her female 
husband. The children of these unions bear the name of the female husband/
father. The marriage is neither amorous nor lesbian in nature.
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Among the northernmost group of Nigerian Igbo and the southern Nigerian 
Yoruba; the Tongu, Anlo, and Ada of Ghana; and the Moghamo of Cameroon 
there existed a unique marriage form whereby a deity could marry a human being. 
An evolution of the woman‐to‐woman marriage, deity‐to‐human marriage 
enabled a male or female deity to demand, through a diviner or intermediary, that 
a young woman be betrothed to him or her, in a process variously called igo mma 
ogo (becoming the in‐law of a deity) among the Igbo; eru orisha among the 
Yoruba, Nigeria; trokosi among the Tongu, Ghana; fiashidi among the Anlo, 
Ghana; woryonyor among the Ada, Ghana; and iweik nwighe (wife of deity) among 
the Mogamoland of Cameroon (N. Achebe 2003). These deity‐to‐human unions 
were realized so that the deity could protect and extend the privileged status of 
in‐law to her or his human betrothed and family.

Africans practiced two types of polygamy, namely, polygyny and polyandry. 
These unions represented an elevated form of marriage. Polygyny is when a man 
marries many wives. He can, however, do this only if can afford it. Polyandry is 
when woman marries many husbands. The occurrence of polyandry worldwide is 
rare. It is concentrated mainly in the Himalayan areas of South Asia and sporadi-
cally distributed in Africa, Oceania, and Native American populations. Polyandry 
is generally found in areas that boast difficult physical environments and high 
populations. These high populations impose extreme pressures on agricultural 
systems of their environments. Therefore, polyandry works to limit population 
growth and to ensure the coherence of agricultural estates in these areas. Theorists 
suggest that the institution is more often found in societies in which women hold 
a relatively high social status.

There are essentially two forms of polyandry: fraternal polyandry, in which a 
group of brothers share a wife; and nonfraternal polyandry, in which a woman’s 
husbands are not related. Nonfraternal polyandry is the type of polyandry that 
exists in Africa. Polyandry occurs in the northern Nigerian regions of Irigwe, 
Kadara, Malabu, Jirai, Chawai, Katab, Rukuba, and Abisi (Piti), and in some small 
pockets of the Sudan, Benin Republic, Congo, Angola, Mozambique, Tanzania, 
and Kenya (among the Turkana and Massai).

Love, courtship, and marriage archive

The love, courtship, and marriage African archive is not as robust as one 
would expect. However, there are places where beginner researchers could 
start their search.

Onitsha market chapbooks/literature

In the early 1950s and 1960s a unique chapbook or pamphlet literature, called 
Onitsha Market Literature, emerged in eastern Nigeria and became a flourishing 
literary phenomena in West Africa. The explosion of this literature coincided with 
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the growth of literacy; the movement of large numbers of people from villages to 
towns; and an increase in printing presses owned and operated by Nigerians. 
These chapbooks were essentially how‐to advice and moral discourse manuals 
from an indigenous Nigerian point of view. The authors concerned themselves 
overwhelming with matters of the heart, producing a slew of spellbinding 
books about love and love lost, with titles as varied and varied as How to Get a 
Lady in Love, The Voice of Love, Public Opinion on Lovers, Love in the Real Sense, 
The Disappointed Lover, Love with Tears, Tears of Love, The Art of Love in Real 
Sense, The School of Love and How to Attend It, A Journey into Love, and Alice in 
the Romance of Love. The following is a fuller list:

J. Abiakam, How to Write and Reply Letters for Marriage
J. Abiakam, Engagement Letters and How to Know a Girl to Marry
J. Abiakam, How to Speak to Girls and Win Their Love
A. O. Agunanne, Love Is Immortal
Ugochukwu Eman Ajokuh, The Chains of Love
C. N. Aririguzo, Miss Comfort’s Heart Cries for Tonny’s Love
D. A. Azoh, A Colourful Wedding and a Happy Home
G. P. Chidia, Marry with Love
B. A. Chinaka, How to Speak and Write to Girls for Friendship
G. Egemonye, Broken Engagement
J. N. C. Egemonye, Disaster in the Realms of Love
Eddy Ekesiobi, True Love (1st edition)
Eddy Ekesiobi, True Love (2nd edition)
C. O. D. Ekwensi, When Love Whispers
K. C. N. Eze, How to Write Love Letters and Win Girls Love for Friendship
Justin Ezimora, The Lady that Forced Me To Be Romantic
T. O. Iguh, Agnes the Faithful Lover
T. O. Iguh, Alice in the Romance of Love
T. O. Iguh, The Disappointed Lover
T. O. Iguh, Join in the Romance of True Love
T. O. Iguh, Love at First, Hate at Last
T. O. Iguh, The Prize of Love
T. O. Iguh, The Sorrows of Love
C. W. Kpaluku, Beautiful Adanma in Crazy Love
N. O. Madu, Miss Rosy in the Romance of True Love
Adele Madumere, The Way to Make Friends with Girls
Adele Madumere, Love Infallible
Highbred Maxwell, Public Opinion on Lovers
Highbred Maxwell, “Before Ladies Every Boy Student Is Handsome and Before 

Boys All Girls Are Angels”
N. O. A. Njoku, Guide to Marriage
N. O. A. Njoku, How to Write Letters: “Love Is a Warm Affection”
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N. O. A. Njoku, How to Write Love Letters
G. Nwankwo, G., Tragic Love and the Woman from Nowhere
C. G. Nwosu, Miss Cordelia in the Romance of Destiny
R. I. M. Obioha, Between Love and Obedience
R. I. M. Obioha, Friendship between Boys and Girls
R. I. M. Obioha, Friendship between Boys and Girls and How to Make It
N. Odioh, N., Edith in the Flower of Love
O. A.Ogali, Agnes the Faithful Lover
O. A. Ogali, Caroline the One Guinea Girl
O. A. Ogali, Veronica My Daughter
R. Oguanobi, Two Friends in the Romance of Runaway Lover
M. Chidi Ohaejesi, How to Write Love Letters and Win Girls’ Love  

(95 Love Letters and How to Compose Them)
B. A. Oji, Passport to a Happy Life
R. Okonkwo, How to Make Friends with Girls
R. Okonkwo, The Game of Love
O. Olisa, Elizabeth My Lover
J. K. Onwudiegwie, The Bitterness of Love
J. K. Onwudiegwie, The Miracles of Love
R. Richards, How to Marry a Good Girl and Live in Peace with Her
Speedy Eric, The Art of Love in Real Sense
Speedy Eric, Mabel the Sweet Honey that Poured Away
F. N. Stephen, A Journey into Love
F. N. Stephen, A Woman’s Pride Is Her Husband
F. N. Stephen, Be Careful: Salutation Is Not Love
F. N. Stephen, Beautiful Maria in the Act of True Love
F. N. Stephen, Beautiful Maria in the Act of True Love: “Emman and Maria”
F. N. Stephen, How to Get a Lady in Love
F. N. Stephen, How to Get a Lady in Love and Romance with Her
F. N. Stephen, How to Make Love
F. N. Stephen, The School of Love and How to Attend It
F. N. Stephen, The Temple of Love
E. Uba, Romance in a Nutshell
E. Uba, The Broken Heart
A. O. Ude, The Nigerian Bachelor’s Guide

Littattafan soyayya: Northern Nigeria “love literature” in Hausa

In the ancient city of Kano in northern Nigeria, a quiet feminist literary revolu-
tion is unfolding. Written in Hausa by young Muslim Hausa women, these cheaply 
printed books, numbering in the thousands, with unauthorized covers of 
Nollywood starlets, feature plots by authors who write against the grain of their 
conservative Islamic society. The women authors showcase plots revolving around 
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amorous love – poor girl meets and falls passionately in love with a prince – to 
those involving child marriage and quick divorce. Like their Onitsha Market 
Literature predecessors, these novellas also serve an educational purpose, advising 
first wives, for instance, on how to behave when a husband takes a second wife.

One of littattafan soyayya’s most recognized authors is Hadiza Nuhu Gudaji. 
So popular are Gudaji’s novellas that she is a regular guest on northern Nigerian 
radio talk shows, meting out advice to her numerous admirers. Another popular 
novelist is Balaraba Ramat Yakubu, a veteran founder of the movement, who 
holds the distinction of being one of the few novelists who have had a novel 
translated into English. The novella, Sin Is a Puppy that Follows You Home, was 
translated from Hausa by Aliyu Kamal for Indian publishers, who subsequently 
turned it into a Bollywood movie. The blurb describes the novella as “an Islamic 
soap opera complete with polygamous households, virtuous women, scheming 
harlots, and black magic” (Faul 2016).

Novels, short stories, and love poems

Beyond Onitsha Market Literature, there is a sprinkling of literature by African 
novelists that deal in some capacity or other with amorous love and relationships. 
In these novels, novellas, short stories, and poems, the unfolding of amorous love 
is seen from an indigenous African perspective. From Cyprian Ekwensi to Chinua 
Achebe, to Mariama Bâ, to Elechi Amadi, to Efua Sutherland, to Ama Ata Aidoo, 
these first‐generation African writers produce fiction that presents Africans 
engaged in amorous love. Then there are the younger African writers, Kiru Taye 
being one of the most prolific, who are identified as romance authors. The follow-
ing list is a good starting point for African novels:

Chinua Achebe, No Longer at Ease
Oyindamola Affinih, A Tailor‐Made Romance
Ama Ata Aidoo, African Love Stories
Elechi Amadi, The Concubine
OlaAwonubi, Love’s Persuasion
Mariama Bâ, So Long a Letter
Abimbola Dare, When Broken Chords Sing
Cyprian Ekwensi, Jajua Nana
Sifa Gowon, A Taste of Love
Chioma Iwunze‐Ibiam, Finding Love Again
Unoma Nwankwor, When You Let Go
Amra Okolo, Black Sparkle Romance
Tolulope Popoola, Nothing Comes Close
Efua Sutherland, The Marriage of Anansewa
Kiru Taye, A Valentine Challenge
Kiru Taye, An Engagement Challenge
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Kiru Taye, Her Protector
Kiru Taye, His Princess
Kiru Taye, His Strength
Kiru Taye, His Treasure
Amina Thula, Elevator Kiss

African writers have also documented diverse expressions of love in short story 
form. The stories document new love, old love, love lost, and forbidden love, and 
in so doing debunk the ubiquitous myth of African provider love. Short stories 
about African romantic love include:

Chinua Achebe, Marriage Is a Private Affair
Ama Ata Aidoo, African Love Stories: An Anthology
Todd Stewart Chilembo, Crossing the Luumbu River: A Thrilling African 

Love Story
Ainehi Edoro, Celebrate Valentine’s Day with African Love Stories!
Helen Fallon, African Love Stories: A Collection from African Women Writers
Olola Olabode Ogunlana, Yoruba Love Stories
“Pompey: An African Love Story”
Taboo Love: Short Stories from Africa

There is also an indigenous tradition of oral love poems, which dates back 
several centuries. Particularly well known are the Swahili love poets. In the African 
tradition, poetry is performed and in many instances sung, so I shall discuss love 
poetry and songs together. The African love poems discussed here originate from 
all parts of the continent. They express passion and sensuality, romance and sexual 
attraction, love gained and love lost; they are performed to set the mood for 
romance and amorous love, to mourn the loss of a lover.

“Close to Her Husband” (Uganda, Acholi) is about love lost. The Acholi 
perform this lament during the Guru Lyel feast, which is held many months after 
the funeral of a lover, partner, and spouse.14 “Balwo” (Somalia) means sorrow, 
but these poems express a different kind of sorrow – the sorrow of unhappy, 
unrequited love, described in striking and unusual imagery.15 The Baakiga, cattle 
herders of the Ugandan mountains, give us the poem “Eye of the Calf,” which 
draws upon imagery of their cattle, the foods they grow, and the natural vegeta-
tion of their homeland, expressed in a voice of love.16

With lines like “Oh, you are like a kilt which a young dandy set out to choose; 
Oh, you are like a costly ring for which thousands were paid,” the Somali love 
poem “Her Lover” expresses the amorous exchanges of romantic love.17 Another 
poem, “Lime of the Forest” (Ethiopia, Amhara), evokes a combination of natural, 
religious, and courtly imagery in praise of a lover,18 while “My Mwananazi” 
(Kenya, Swahili), first recorded in the 1860s in the Islamic tradition, is sung in 
praise of a dutiful wife.19 “Nyagumbe Refuses” is a Chopi love poem from southern 
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Mozambique, which is often sung at weddings. In the poem/song the young 
bride Nyagumbe and her groom playfully ask one another “why do you refuse?” 
They respond, “my heart is the love of refusing.”20 With the words, “Young lady, 
you are a mirror that must not go out in the sun,” an Igbo love poem “To a 
Young Lady,”21 from eastern Nigeria, evokes a series of metaphors in praise of the 
beauty and goodness of a young Igbo lover.

Last but not least are perhaps two of the most famous love poems in 
Africa – the Swahili “Serenade”22 and “Serenade II” (Kenya, Swahili). They tell 
the story of an epic hero, Liyongo, who is advised to listen, not sing, to her 
suitors: “O lady, be calm and cry not out but attend to your suitors patiently, 
listen patiently to them who have climbed up to your window, lest those passing 
along the road may see.”23

Then there are the compilations of African love poems that have been edited 
by scholars and these include Anderson (2004), Chipasula (2009), Foster (1974), 
Knappert (1972), Fox (1985), and Schonstein (2014).

In the musical realm, Africans have produced and continue to produce love 
songs. From the ngoma singers of Tanganyika to the traditional Igbo love ballads 
of Ezigbo Obiligbo Igbo, to Africa’s more contemporary performers, musical 
declarations of romantic adoration abound in African music. These songs include:

2Face Idibia (now 2Baba), “African Queen” (Nigeria)
2Face Idibia (now 2Baba), “If Love Is a Crime” (Nigeria)
2Face Idibia (now 2Baba), “True Love” (Nigeria)
9ice, “Wedding Day” (Nigeria)
Adol ft. Fragrance, “Your Love” (Nigeria)
Ary, “Teu Grande Amor” (Angola)
Asa, “Be My Man” (Nigeria)
Ay.com, “Pass Me Your Love” (Nigeria)
Banky W, “I Adore You” (Nigeria)
Banky W, “Till My Dying Day” (Nigeria)
Banky W, “Yes/No”(Nigeria)
Blackmagic, “Repete” (Nigeria)
Bob Alash ft. Paul Play, “Ako Ati Abo” (Nigeria)
Bollie, “You May Kiss The Bride” (Ghana)
Bracket, “Ada Owerri” (Nigeria)
Bracket, “Yori Yori” (Nigeria)
Brenda Fassie, “Vul’Indlela” (South Africa)
Brymo, “Good Morning” (Nigeria)
D’Banj, “Fall In Love” (Nigeria)
Daasebre Gyamena, “Obaa Ben Ni” (Ghana)
Dare Art Alade, “With This Woman” (Nigeria)
Davido, “Ekuro” (Nigeria)
Don Tom, “My Wify” (Nigeria)
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Dr. Sid, “Something About You” (Nigeria)
Duncan Mighty, “Obianuju” (Nigeria)
E. T. Mensah, “All For You” (Ghana)
Efya, “Forgetting Me” (Ghana)
Eldee, “You Are The Only One” (Nigeria)
Ezigbo Obiligbo Igbo, “Adamma” (Nigeria)
Ezigbo Obiligbo Igbo, “Nwanyi Oma” (Nigeria)
Faze ft. Niyola, “All Of My Days” (Nigeria)
Faze, “I’m in Luv” (Nigeria)
Faze, “Share My Heart” (Nigeria)
Femi, “Never Felt A Love” (Nigeria)
Fena Gitu, “African King” (Kenya)
Flavour, “Oyi” (Nigeria)
Fuse ODG, “Only” (Ghana)
Gbenga Ogundeyi, “Ololufe Mi” (Nigeria)
GT the Guitarman, “Truly” (Nigeria)
Igbo Traditional, “Mmiri Malu mu” (Nigeria)
Iyanya, “Love Truly” (Nigeria)
J Martins, “Stay With Me” (Nigeria)
Jeremiah Gyang, “In Love With you” (Nigeria)
Jeremiah Gyang, “The Only One” (Nigeria)
Jeremiah Gyang, “You’re My Fire” (Nigeria)
Josphat Somanje, “Handibvume” (Zimbabwe)
K.O ft. Nandi Mngoma, “Skhanda Love”(South Africa)
Kaysha, “Don’t Change” (Democratic Republic of Congo)
Kojo Antwi, “Bor Mi Nkomo Der”(Ghana)
Kojo Antwi, “Dade Anomomaa” (Ghana)
Kojo Antwi, “Me Dware” (Ghana)
Kwabena Kwabena, “Me Ye” (Ghana)
Kwabena Kwabena, “Odo Kor Nia Odo Wor” (Ghana)
Lara George, “Rest Of My Life” (Nigeria)
Longombas, “Queen” (Kenya)
Loyiso, “Dali Wami” (South Africa)
Luralph, “Iwo Ni” (Nigeria)
M.I., “One Naira’”(Nigeria)
Malaika,”Never Change My Mind” (South Africa)
Maurice Kirya, “Never Been Loved Before” (Uganda)
MOG, “Wedding Day” (Kenya)
Morachi, “Marry Me” (Nigeria)
Naeto C., “5&6”(Nigeria)
Naeto C. & Flavour, “Helele” (Nigeria)
Neli Uchendu, “Love Nwantinti,” (Nigeria)
Nikki Laoye, “Never Felt This Way Before” (Nigeria)
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Obiora Obiwon, “Obi Mu O” (Nigeria)
Obrafour, “Heavy” (Ghana)
Ofori Amponsah, “Odwo” (Ghana)
Ofori Amponsah, Barosky, King Khoruz, Kofi Nti, “Puduo” (Ghana)
OJB, “Lover’s Anthem” (Nigeria)
Olamide,“Melo Melo” (Nigeria)
P‐Square, “Ifunanya”(Nigeria)
P‐Square, “I Love You” (Nigeria)
P‐Square, “No One Like You” (Nigeria)
Pat Thomas, “Odo A Medo Wo” (Ghana)
Paul KoDairo, “Angel Of My Life” (Nigeria)
Paul Play, “Angel Of My Life” (Nigeria)
Praye, “Wodin” (Ghana)
Prodigy, “My Type Of Girl” (Nigeria)
Rosemary Njage, “Darling” (Kenya)
Sammy Okposo, “I Do” (Nigeria)
Sangare Oumou, “Sigi Kourouni” (the Little Marriage Stool) (Mali)
Sarkodie, “Baby” (Ghana)
Shola Allison, “Eji Owuro” (Nigeria)
Styl Plus, “Olufunmi” (Nigeria)
Sunny Nneji, “Oruka” (Nigeria)
Terry G, “This Love” (Nigeria)
The Soil ft. Khuli Chana, “Susan” (South Africa)
Theo of Mafikizolo, “Umphathe Kahle” (South Africa)
Tiwa Savage ft. Don Jazzy, “Eminado” (Nigeria)
TJ, “Elewe Ukwu” (Nigeria)
Tmax,”Oko Ati Iyawo” (Nigeria)
Tosin Martins, “Olo Mi” (Nigeria)
Tshala Muana, “Nasi Nabali (I am Married Now)” (Democratic Republic of Congo)
Wande Coal, “Olulofe” (Nigeria)
Wutah, “Kotosa” (Ghana)
Wutah, “I Do” (Ghana)
Wutah, “Esikyire (Don’t Change Your Style)” (Ghana)
X Project, “Aye Mi” (Nigeria)

African scholarship

There has emerged some scholarship on love in Africa in recent times. In these 
scholarly writings, the authors have explored amorous love in historical perspective, 
mining evidence from early travelers’ logs and the colonial archive. These works 
include N. Achebe (2016), Adeagbo (2016), Belcher (2016), Cassidy (1991), Cole 
and Thomas (2009), Currier (2012), Decker (2015), Finck (1899), Finnegan 
(2015), Fossungu (2014), Fourie (2008), Hanley (2010), Hoad (2007), Hunter 
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(2010), Mbiti (1973), Mojola (2014), Mpongo (2011), Munro (2012a, 2012b), 
Oloka‐Onyango (2015), Tamale (2011), Weeks, Heaphy, and Donovan (2001), 
and Zabus (2013).

Notes

1 For examples of how to “Say, I Love You in 54 African Languages,” see http://
abovewhispers.com/2016/02/13/say‐i‐love‐you‐in‐54‐african‐languages, accessed 
May 30, 2016.

2 Conversation with Dr. Folu Folarin Ogundimu, Associate Professor of Journalism, 
Michigan State University, East Lansing, January 11, 2015.

3 Email correspondence with Wangui wa Goro, social critic, researcher, and translator, 
January 15, 2015.

4 Email correspondence with Mıc̃ere Gıt̃hae Mũgo, Meredith Professor for Teaching 
Excellence, Department of African American Studies, Syracuse University, Syracuse, 
NY, January 19, 2015.

5 Email correspondence with Mıc̃ere Gıt̃hae Mũgo, January 19, 2015.
6 See also http://earthafricacurio.com/african‐crafts/zulu‐love‐letters‐wholesale‐prices, 

accessed May 28, 2016.
7 See “The Fire on the Hill,” http://www.english‐for‐students.com/The‐Fire‐on‐

The‐Hill.html, accessed July 25, 2016.
8 Email correspondence with Jean Ngoya Kidula, Professor of Music and Ethnomusicology 

at the Hugh Hodgson School of Music, University of Georgia, January 11, 2015.
9 Interview with Umar Danfulani, Jos, Plateau State, Nigeria, July 21, 2011; Dakwol 

Musa Mwansat, interviewed by Mathais Dadwak Bakzak, Jiblik/Dukup, Plateau 
State, Nigeria, December 18, 1985, in Mathais Dadwak Bakzak, “Mupuland from 
Earliest Times to circa 1960,” unpublished BA thesis, Department of History, 
University of Jos, 1985, 116.

10 Interview with Umar Danfulani, 2011.
11 Families investigate whether a prospective spouse is hardworking and can produce 

sufficient food to feed his family. They are interested in whether there is a history of 
illness such as epilepsy, leprosy, or sickle cell anemia. See McKinney (1992: 76).

12 Conversation with Folu Ogundimu, Lansing, Michigan, May 8, 2008. Bride price, 
bride service, or bridewealth is recognized by numerous ethnic groups all over Africa, 
including the Wolof, who call it waarugal (implying one’s duty); the Sotho, who call 
it mahadi; the Xhosa, who call it mvulamlomo; the Tswana, who call it lobola; the 
Moghamo, who call it ikap mba nwan (literally, compensation for future child); the 
Balla and Tonga, who call it chiko; the Bemba, who call it nsalamu; and the Ngoni, 
who call it mfuko and malowolo.

13 NAK, Zarprof. 220, no. 23/1930, “No Title,” 6.
14 African Poems, Oral Poetry from Africa, http://www.africanpoems.net/relationships/

close‐to‐her‐husband, accessed August 5, 2016.
15 African Poems, Oral Poetry from Africa http://www.africanpoems.net/relationships/

balwo, accessed August 5, 2016.
16 African Poems, Oral Poetry from Africa http://www.africanpoems.net/relationships/

eye‐of‐the‐calf, accessed August 5, 2016.
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17 African Poems, Oral Poetry from Africa http://www.africanpoems.net/relationships/
her‐lover, accessed August 5, 2016

18 African Poems, Oral Poetry from Africa http://www.africanpoems.net/relationships/
lime‐of‐the‐forest, accessed August 5, 2016.

19 African Poems, Oral Poetry from Africa http://www.africanpoems.net/relationships/
my‐mwananazi, accessed August 5, 2016.

20 African Poems, Oral Poetry from Africa http://www.africanpoems.net/relationships/
nyagumbe‐refuses, accessed August 5, 2016.

21 African Poems, Oral Poetry from Africa http://www.africanpoems.net/praise/to‐a‐
young‐lady, accessed August 5, 2016.

22 African Poems, Oral Poetry from Africa http://www.africanpoems.net/relationships/
serenade, accessed August 5, 2016.

23 African Poems, Oral Poetry from Africa http://www.africanpoems.net/relationships/
serenade‐ii, accessed August 5, 2016.
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